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from ancient times the gospel of matthew has been regarded as the church gospel its
aims are preeminently catechetical pastoral and missionary but recent research
raises many questionsregarding matthew s creation theological intentions and
shapingfor the circle of its first recipients this highly original commentary by
rudolf schnackenburgfollows matthew chapter by chapter and verse by verse
carefullyexplaining and interpreting the text against both its primitive andcurrent
horizons schnackenburg sees matthew s purpose as simply the proclamation of
christian salvation his commentary givesextra attention to the great discourses of
jesus found in matthew such as the sermon on the mount showing how jesus wordsand
works have special currency for the self understanding of thechurch and for the task
of christian living today written by a master exegete with a pastor s sensitivity
thiscommentary will fast become a classic study of matthew s gospel this study is an
overview of the life and ministry of jesus including the sermon on the mount and his
teachings on the kingdom of god x sessions john phillips writes with enthusiasm and
clarity cutting through the confusion and heretical dangers associated with bible
interpretation moody magazine the new testament book of matthew with greek english
transliteration and english translation in 3 line segments perfect for beginner
intermediate and advanced level greek language study includes a key to greek vowels
and letter pronunciation invites readers to enter the narrative world and the
historical context of matthew s gospel this extremely rare work by william tyndale
is now back in print a masterly commentary from an early reformer this work has
never to our knowledge been printed as a separate title since tyndale published it
and has only been in print a handful of times since then and only as part of
collected works editions tyndale was the first to translate the bible into english
and all subsequent english translations of the bible owe tyndale an inestimable
depth of gratitude for the dangerous labor of love he undertook to give the bible to
the english people and thus the whole world from tyndale s prologue here hast thou
dear reader an exposition upon the fifth sixth and seventh chapters of matthew
wherein christ our spiritual isaac diggeth again the wells of abraham which wells
the scribes and pharisees those wicked and spiteful philistines had stopped and
filled up with the earth of their false expositions he openeth the kingdom of heaven
which they had shut up that other men should not enter as they themselves had no
lust to go in he restoreth the key of knowledge which they had taken away and broken
the wards with wresting the text contrary to his due and natural course with their
false glosses he plucketh away from the face of moses the veil which the scribes and
pharisees had spread thereon that no man might perceive the brightness of his
countenance he weedeth out the thorns and bushes of their pharisaical glosses
wherewith they had stopped up the narrow way and strait gate that few could find
them read here the words of christ with this exposition following and thou shalt see
the law faith and works restored each to his right use and true meaning and thereto
the clear difference between the spiritual regiment and the temporal and shalt have
an entrance and open way into the rest of all the scripture wherein and in all other
things the spirit of verity guide thee and thine understanding so be it in what
sense does matthew s gospel reflect the colonial situation in which the community
found itself after the fall of jerusalem and the subsequent humiliation of jews
across the roman empire to what extent was matthew seeking to oppose rome s claims
to authority and sovereignty over the whole world to set up alternative systems of
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power and society to forge new senses of identity if matthew s community felt itself
to be living on the margins of society where did it see the centre as lying in
judaism or in rome and how did matthew s approach to such problems compare with that
of jews who were not followers of jesus christ and with that of others jews and
gentiles who were followers this is volume 276 in the journal for the study of the
new testament supplement series and is also part of the early christianity in
context series having devoted the past ten years of his life to research for this
major new work john nolland gives us a commentary on the gospel of matthew that
engages with a notable range of matthean scholarship and offers fresh
interpretations of the dominant gospel in the history of the church without
neglecting the gospel s sources or historical background nolland places his central
focus on the content and method of matthew s story his work explores matthew s
narrative technique and the inner logic of the unfolding text giving full weight to
the jewish character of the book and its differences from mark s presentation of
parallel material while finding it unlikely that the apostle matthew himself
composed the book nolland does argue that matthew s gospel reflects the historical
ministry of jesus with considerable accuracy and he brings to the table new evidence
for an early date of composition including accurate translations based on the latest
greek text detailed verse by verse comments thorough bibliographies for each section
and an array of insightful critical approaches nolland s gospel of matthew will
stimulate students preachers and scholars seeking to understand more fully matthew s
presentation of the gospel narrative this translation of the gospel of matthew with
accompanying notes sheds new light on the teachings of jesus and the formation of
the early christian church a must read for scholars and curious readers alike this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is another
volume in the series of bible commentaries of matthew henry in this volume the
entire text of the gospel of matthew is commented with notes of each chapter this
commentary will help you better understand the god s word churches theological
seminaries and bible schools will find an excellent aid in this biblical commentary
on the gospel of matthew the original audience for the gospel of matthew included
converts from judaism who wrestled with how to be faithful to jesus christ under
difficult circumstances in a changing world the gospel of matthew became a first aid
manual for this church in the midst of a struggle thomas long identifies this first
audience and its faith within the social and religious context of the day and
clarifies the structure of the gospel providing examples of contemporary relevance
long helps today s reader discern the significance of this guide for faithful living
in today s church books in the westminster bible companion series assist laity in
their study of the bible as a guide to christian faith and practice each volume
explains the biblical book in its original historical context and explores its
significance for faithful living today these books are ideal for individual study
and for bible study classes and groups the texts contexts series gathers scholarly
voices from diverse contexts and social locations to bring new or unfamiliar facets
of biblical texts to light matthew sheds new light from new perspectives on themes
in the gospel including community land labor and empire children parents and
families health and disabilities and border crossings the authors challenge us to
consider how we deal with cultural distances between ourselves and these ancient
writings and between one another in the contemporary world margaret davies takes up
the insights of reader response criticism to explore how the conventions and
strategies of the gospel of matthew draw the reader into the world that the text
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creates there is a recognition also of the text s significance as authoritative
scripture for modern christians and the bias that this gives to any interpretative
strategy this commentary on matthew offers a unique interpretive approach that
focuses on the socio historical context of the gospel and the nature of matthew s
exhortation to his first century christian audience by merging a careful study of
matthew s gospel in relation to the social context of the ancient mediterranean
world with a detailed look at what we know of first century jewish christian
relations craig keener uncovers significant insights into the gospel not found in
any other matthew commentary in addition keener s commentary is a useful
discipleship manual for the church his approach recaptures the full shock effect of
jesus teachings in their original context and allows matthew to make his point with
greater narrative artistry keener also brings home the total impact of matthew s
message including its clear portrait of jesus and its call for discipleship both to
the gospel s ancient readers and to believers today thoroughly researched the book
includes a 150 page bibliography of secondary sources and more than 150 pages of
indexes walk with st matthew one of jesus apostles includes over 120 faith filled
commentaries covering every passage in the gospel of matthew written from an
inspirational standpoint this book provides an easy to read approach to
understanding jesus teaching through the eyes of st matthew drawing from solid
catholic scholarship these devotional commentaries edited by leo zanchettin take a
practical look at the books of the new testament inspiring readers to grow in their
love for christ each easy to read commentary contains the entire passage of
scripture from a particular book of the new testament broken into short segments
followed by a faith filled meditation that helps readers understand the importance
of the particular passage in their lives today historical background relevance and
insight into church teaching are all combined with guidance in prayer in a way that
makes scripture come alive drawing on great church teachers through the centuries
and on the classical christian creeds and confessions this book asks both what
matthew s gospel said to its first hearers and what it says to readers today it
shows how the focus of matthew shifts from jesus teaching about who he is to
teaching mainly about what his church is standford rives seeks to provide the best
approximation of the original gospel of matthew based upon hebrew sources there is
no disputing matthew wrote his gospel in hebrew in about 400 ad jerome translated it
from a copy at the library of caesarea it was quoted dozens of times by the earliest
church commentators jerome explained that our greek version of matthew came from
this hebrew version jerome noted a score of variants that were interesting the shem
tob version of matthew is the best candidate to reflect the original hebrew matthew
standford rives a christian attorney tries to meticulously assemble what likely was
the original matthew from all these sources it is hoped that this will be edifying
to the faithful the first of three volumes collects all viable earliest variants for
matthew overlaid on the framework of the american standard version of matthew from
1901 these variants are color coded for easy identification the variants are
footnoted so the reader can read its source and weigh its strength and viability the
second volume will collect important scholarly material on the validity of the early
variants and the significance of the changes to the traditional text topics covered
in volume two include whether the virgin birth was originally present whether yahweh
s name was originally used and on the aid to apologetics which the original matthew
variants provides the third volume is intended for devotional reading it attempts to
represent the best estimate of what the entire original gospel of matthew contained
there is no commentary it is simply a smooth flowing text with the best variants
reflected in the text using color coding to signify the source of each variant the
same color codes are used in volume three as used in volume one they will tell the
reader the general source of the variant but to know the precise citation for the
variant one must refer back to volume i the first and third volumes are separated to
keep customer purchase costs down this allows the readers to choose whether to
purchase just volume one or also volume three to know the contents of the original
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gospel of matthew a leading matthean scholar blends exegesis history of
interpretation and theological reflection to offer illuminating studies on the first
gospel this book is a verse by verse analysis of the new testament gospel of matthew
it provides a comprehensive introduction to the gospel which describes the world of
jesus and his first followers this commentary explores the historical social and
religious contexts of matthew and examines the customs beliefs and ideas that inform
the text unfamiliar to many readers of the new testament this background will help
readers fully understand the text of matthew which focuses on what jesus taught and
why the religious authorities in jerusalem rejected his message and gave him up to
the roman governor for execution this book will be an important tool for the clergy
scholars and other interested readers of matthew recent decades have seen
significant shifts in biblical scholarship opening up a range of ways of engaging
the biblical narrative both methodologically the tools and techniques for engaging
the text and hermeneutically the perspectives that inform an interpreter s approach
to the text and to the interpretative task it is these shifts that give shape to
this introduction and study guide so that students encounter not only the text of
matthew itself but also its rich lode of recent interpretation among aspects of 1st
century life brought to the fore by current social scientific methodology are
kinship the honor and shame culture and masculinity gender is another interpretative
lens that has characterized the study of the gospel of matthew in recent decades and
the guide provides pathways through this rich literature the guide to matthew
concludes with the most recent turn of the hermeneutical lens namely an ecological
perspective on what is perhaps the best known text in matthew the beatitudes this
final chapter is an example of how we can enter an old and familiar text like the
gospel of matthew from yet another new critical direction biblical texts create
worlds of meaning and invite readers to enter them when readers enter such textual
worlds which are often strange and complex they are confronted with theological
claims with this in mind the purpose of the interpreting biblical texts series is to
help dedicated students in their experience of reading and interpreting by providing
guides for their journeys into textual worlds the controlling perspective is
expressed in the operative word of the title interpreting the primary focus of the
series is not so much on the world behind the texts or out of which the texts have
arisen as on the worlds created by the texts in their engagement with readers in
this volume donald senior provides an up to date introduction to the gospel of
matthew the seven chapters of part one focus on modern biblical scholarship and the
interpretation of matthew discussing the sources and structure of the gospel its use
of the old testament its understanding of jewish law its setting as a part of the
mission of christianity to the gentiles its christology its understanding of the
nature of discipleship and the community from which the gospel originated the six
chapters of part two provide a structured guide to reading and interpreting matthew
s gospel the new testament launches with an eyewitness account of the events of
jesus life from matthew a former tax collector who experienced a radical conversion
and became one of jesus own disciples john macarthur will take you through the book
of matthew passage by passage so that you can better understand everything from the
cultural context to the implications of the coming of king jesus matthew s unique
view interweaves his strong jewish knowledge of the expected messiah with his
personal recollections of the flesh and blood savior in the process he reveals the
qualifications that prove jesus was the promised messiah his miraculous birth his
response to the test of his kingliness his inauguration his miracles his teachings
and public ministry every detail of the book of matthew confirms jesus deity and
proves he is the messiah of israel and the savior of the world about the series the
macarthur bible study series is designed to help you study the word of god with
guidance from widely respected pastor and author john macarthur each guide provides
intriguing examinations of the whole of scripture by examining its parts and
incorporates extensive but straight forward commentary on the text detailed
observations on overriding themes timelines history and context word and phrase
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studies to help you unlock the broader meaning and apply it to your life probing
interactive questions with plenty of space to write down your response and thoughts
concentrate on the biblical author s message as it unfolds designed to assist the
pastor and bible teacher in conveying the significance of god s word the zondervan
exegetical commentary on the new testament series treats the literary context and
structure of every passage of the new testament book in the original greek with a
unique layout designed to help you comprehend the form and flow of each passage the
zecnt unpacks the key message the author s original translation an exegetical
outline verse by verse commentary theology in application while primarily designed
for those with a basic knowledge of biblical greek all who strive to understand and
teach the new testament will benefit from the depth format and scholarship of these
volumes in this volume grant osborne offers pastors students and teachers a focused
resource for reading the gospel of matthew through the use of graphic
representations of translations succinct summaries of main ideas exegetical outlines
and other features osborne presents the gospel of matthew with precision and
accuracy because of this series focus on the textual structure of the scriptures
readers will better understand the literary elements of matthew comprehend the
author s revolutionary goals and ultimately discovering their vital claims upon the
church today unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced
typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy what was the original purpose of the gospel of matthew for whom was it written
in this magisterial two volume commentary walter wilson interprets matthew as a
catechetical work that expresses the ideological and institutional concerns of a
faction of disaffected jewish followers of jesus in the late first century ce wilson
s compelling thesis frames matthew s gospel as not only a continuation of the
biblical story but also as a didactic narrative intended to shape the commitments
and identity of a particular group that saw itself as a beleaguered dissident
minority thus the text clarifies jesus s essential jewish character as the son of
david while also portraying him in opposition to prominent religious leaders of his
day most notably the pharisees and open to cordial association with non jews through
meticulous engagement with the greek text of the gospel as well as relevant primary
sources and secondary literature wilson offers a wealth of insight into the first
book of the new testament after an introduction exploring the background of the text
its genre and literary features and its theological orientation wilson explicates
each passage of the gospel with thorough commentary on the intended message to first
century readers about topics like morality liturgy mission group discipline and
eschatology scholars students pastors and all readers interested in what makes the
gospel of matthew distinctive among the synoptics will appreciate and benefit from
wilson s deep contextualization of the text informed by his years of studying the
new testament and christian origins a short handy guide to the gospel of matthew for
all who want to explore the first book of the new testament in group study or on
their own matthew 23 presents the new testament scholar with many problems not the
least of these is the unequivocal acceptance of pharisaic authority in vv 2 3 in the
same chapter the tithing of mint dill and cummin is affirmed v 23 and the altar is
said still to sanctify the gift v 19 this material seems out of place within the
broader context of matthew s gospel this study examines the origin and function of
such material and argues that the bulk of the chapter vv 2 31 is formed from a
single unified source and cannot be explained in terms of matthew s editing of q m
and markan material the focus of the criticism found in these verses is that the
pharisees are too slack they strain gnats but swallow camels v 24 they say but do
not do v 4 to this unified source material however the evangelist has added his own
vv 32 39 and by it launches an attack not just upon the pharisees and scribes but
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jerusalem and her children as a whole matthew therefore both heightens the polemic
and extends its range originally published in 1956 as the daily study bible the
gospel of matthew volume 1 by saint andrew press edinburgh revised and updated by
saint andrew press 2001
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The Gospel of Matthew
2000

from ancient times the gospel of matthew has been regarded as the church gospel its
aims are preeminently catechetical pastoral and missionary but recent research
raises many questionsregarding matthew s creation theological intentions and
shapingfor the circle of its first recipients this highly original commentary by
rudolf schnackenburgfollows matthew chapter by chapter and verse by verse
carefullyexplaining and interpreting the text against both its primitive andcurrent
horizons schnackenburg sees matthew s purpose as simply the proclamation of
christian salvation his commentary givesextra attention to the great discourses of
jesus found in matthew such as the sermon on the mount showing how jesus wordsand
works have special currency for the self understanding of thechurch and for the task
of christian living today written by a master exegete with a pastor s sensitivity
thiscommentary will fast become a classic study of matthew s gospel

The Gospel of Matthew
2002

this study is an overview of the life and ministry of jesus including the sermon on
the mount and his teachings on the kingdom of god x sessions

Matthew
2011-11-23

john phillips writes with enthusiasm and clarity cutting through the confusion and
heretical dangers associated with bible interpretation moody magazine

Exploring the Gospel of Matthew
2005

the new testament book of matthew with greek english transliteration and english
translation in 3 line segments perfect for beginner intermediate and advanced level
greek language study includes a key to greek vowels and letter pronunciation

Matthew: Greek Transliteration Translation
2020-01-02

invites readers to enter the narrative world and the historical context of matthew s
gospel

Invitation to Matthew
1977-01-01

this extremely rare work by william tyndale is now back in print a masterly
commentary from an early reformer this work has never to our knowledge been printed
as a separate title since tyndale published it and has only been in print a handful
of times since then and only as part of collected works editions tyndale was the
first to translate the bible into english and all subsequent english translations of
the bible owe tyndale an inestimable depth of gratitude for the dangerous labor of
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love he undertook to give the bible to the english people and thus the whole world
from tyndale s prologue here hast thou dear reader an exposition upon the fifth
sixth and seventh chapters of matthew wherein christ our spiritual isaac diggeth
again the wells of abraham which wells the scribes and pharisees those wicked and
spiteful philistines had stopped and filled up with the earth of their false
expositions he openeth the kingdom of heaven which they had shut up that other men
should not enter as they themselves had no lust to go in he restoreth the key of
knowledge which they had taken away and broken the wards with wresting the text
contrary to his due and natural course with their false glosses he plucketh away
from the face of moses the veil which the scribes and pharisees had spread thereon
that no man might perceive the brightness of his countenance he weedeth out the
thorns and bushes of their pharisaical glosses wherewith they had stopped up the
narrow way and strait gate that few could find them read here the words of christ
with this exposition following and thou shalt see the law faith and works restored
each to his right use and true meaning and thereto the clear difference between the
spiritual regiment and the temporal and shalt have an entrance and open way into the
rest of all the scripture wherein and in all other things the spirit of verity guide
thee and thine understanding so be it

Conversations with Scripture
2012-05

in what sense does matthew s gospel reflect the colonial situation in which the
community found itself after the fall of jerusalem and the subsequent humiliation of
jews across the roman empire to what extent was matthew seeking to oppose rome s
claims to authority and sovereignty over the whole world to set up alternative
systems of power and society to forge new senses of identity if matthew s community
felt itself to be living on the margins of society where did it see the centre as
lying in judaism or in rome and how did matthew s approach to such problems compare
with that of jews who were not followers of jesus christ and with that of others
jews and gentiles who were followers this is volume 276 in the journal for the study
of the new testament supplement series and is also part of the early christianity in
context series

Matthew
1997

having devoted the past ten years of his life to research for this major new work
john nolland gives us a commentary on the gospel of matthew that engages with a
notable range of matthean scholarship and offers fresh interpretations of the
dominant gospel in the history of the church without neglecting the gospel s sources
or historical background nolland places his central focus on the content and method
of matthew s story his work explores matthew s narrative technique and the inner
logic of the unfolding text giving full weight to the jewish character of the book
and its differences from mark s presentation of parallel material while finding it
unlikely that the apostle matthew himself composed the book nolland does argue that
matthew s gospel reflects the historical ministry of jesus with considerable
accuracy and he brings to the table new evidence for an early date of composition
including accurate translations based on the latest greek text detailed verse by
verse comments thorough bibliographies for each section and an array of insightful
critical approaches nolland s gospel of matthew will stimulate students preachers
and scholars seeking to understand more fully matthew s presentation of the gospel
narrative
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The Sermon on the Mount
2016-01-04

this translation of the gospel of matthew with accompanying notes sheds new light on
the teachings of jesus and the formation of the early christian church a must read
for scholars and curious readers alike this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Gospel of Matthew in its Roman Imperial Context
2005-09-14

this is another volume in the series of bible commentaries of matthew henry in this
volume the entire text of the gospel of matthew is commented with notes of each
chapter this commentary will help you better understand the god s word churches
theological seminaries and bible schools will find an excellent aid in this biblical
commentary on the gospel of matthew

The Gospel of Matthew
2005-11-01

the original audience for the gospel of matthew included converts from judaism who
wrestled with how to be faithful to jesus christ under difficult circumstances in a
changing world the gospel of matthew became a first aid manual for this church in
the midst of a struggle thomas long identifies this first audience and its faith
within the social and religious context of the day and clarifies the structure of
the gospel providing examples of contemporary relevance long helps today s reader
discern the significance of this guide for faithful living in today s church books
in the westminster bible companion series assist laity in their study of the bible
as a guide to christian faith and practice each volume explains the biblical book in
its original historical context and explores its significance for faithful living
today these books are ideal for individual study and for bible study classes and
groups

The Gospel According to Matthew, Rendered Into Engl
2023-07-18

the texts contexts series gathers scholarly voices from diverse contexts and social
locations to bring new or unfamiliar facets of biblical texts to light matthew sheds
new light from new perspectives on themes in the gospel including community land
labor and empire children parents and families health and disabilities and border
crossings the authors challenge us to consider how we deal with cultural distances
between ourselves and these ancient writings and between one another in the
contemporary world
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The Gospel according to st. Matthew, with maps, notes
and intr. by A. Carr
1881

margaret davies takes up the insights of reader response criticism to explore how
the conventions and strategies of the gospel of matthew draw the reader into the
world that the text creates there is a recognition also of the text s significance
as authoritative scripture for modern christians and the bias that this gives to any
interpretative strategy

The Gospel of Matthew - Complete Bible Commentary Verse
by Verse
2016-05-02

this commentary on matthew offers a unique interpretive approach that focuses on the
socio historical context of the gospel and the nature of matthew s exhortation to
his first century christian audience by merging a careful study of matthew s gospel
in relation to the social context of the ancient mediterranean world with a detailed
look at what we know of first century jewish christian relations craig keener
uncovers significant insights into the gospel not found in any other matthew
commentary in addition keener s commentary is a useful discipleship manual for the
church his approach recaptures the full shock effect of jesus teachings in their
original context and allows matthew to make his point with greater narrative
artistry keener also brings home the total impact of matthew s message including its
clear portrait of jesus and its call for discipleship both to the gospel s ancient
readers and to believers today thoroughly researched the book includes a 150 page
bibliography of secondary sources and more than 150 pages of indexes

Matthew
1997-01-01

walk with st matthew one of jesus apostles includes over 120 faith filled
commentaries covering every passage in the gospel of matthew written from an
inspirational standpoint this book provides an easy to read approach to
understanding jesus teaching through the eyes of st matthew drawing from solid
catholic scholarship these devotional commentaries edited by leo zanchettin take a
practical look at the books of the new testament inspiring readers to grow in their
love for christ each easy to read commentary contains the entire passage of
scripture from a particular book of the new testament broken into short segments
followed by a faith filled meditation that helps readers understand the importance
of the particular passage in their lives today historical background relevance and
insight into church teaching are all combined with guidance in prayer in a way that
makes scripture come alive

Matthew
2013

drawing on great church teachers through the centuries and on the classical
christian creeds and confessions this book asks both what matthew s gospel said to
its first hearers and what it says to readers today it shows how the focus of
matthew shifts from jesus teaching about who he is to teaching mainly about what his
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church is

Life-Study of Matthew
1998-04

standford rives seeks to provide the best approximation of the original gospel of
matthew based upon hebrew sources there is no disputing matthew wrote his gospel in
hebrew in about 400 ad jerome translated it from a copy at the library of caesarea
it was quoted dozens of times by the earliest church commentators jerome explained
that our greek version of matthew came from this hebrew version jerome noted a score
of variants that were interesting the shem tob version of matthew is the best
candidate to reflect the original hebrew matthew standford rives a christian
attorney tries to meticulously assemble what likely was the original matthew from
all these sources it is hoped that this will be edifying to the faithful the first
of three volumes collects all viable earliest variants for matthew overlaid on the
framework of the american standard version of matthew from 1901 these variants are
color coded for easy identification the variants are footnoted so the reader can
read its source and weigh its strength and viability the second volume will collect
important scholarly material on the validity of the early variants and the
significance of the changes to the traditional text topics covered in volume two
include whether the virgin birth was originally present whether yahweh s name was
originally used and on the aid to apologetics which the original matthew variants
provides the third volume is intended for devotional reading it attempts to
represent the best estimate of what the entire original gospel of matthew contained
there is no commentary it is simply a smooth flowing text with the best variants
reflected in the text using color coding to signify the source of each variant the
same color codes are used in volume three as used in volume one they will tell the
reader the general source of the variant but to know the precise citation for the
variant one must refer back to volume i the first and third volumes are separated to
keep customer purchase costs down this allows the readers to choose whether to
purchase just volume one or also volume three to know the contents of the original
gospel of matthew

Matthew
1993

a leading matthean scholar blends exegesis history of interpretation and theological
reflection to offer illuminating studies on the first gospel

The Gospel of Matthew
2009-07-24

this book is a verse by verse analysis of the new testament gospel of matthew it
provides a comprehensive introduction to the gospel which describes the world of
jesus and his first followers this commentary explores the historical social and
religious contexts of matthew and examines the customs beliefs and ideas that inform
the text unfamiliar to many readers of the new testament this background will help
readers fully understand the text of matthew which focuses on what jesus taught and
why the religious authorities in jerusalem rejected his message and gave him up to
the roman governor for execution this book will be an important tool for the clergy
scholars and other interested readers of matthew
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The Gospel of Matthew
1920

recent decades have seen significant shifts in biblical scholarship opening up a
range of ways of engaging the biblical narrative both methodologically the tools and
techniques for engaging the text and hermeneutically the perspectives that inform an
interpreter s approach to the text and to the interpretative task it is these shifts
that give shape to this introduction and study guide so that students encounter not
only the text of matthew itself but also its rich lode of recent interpretation
among aspects of 1st century life brought to the fore by current social scientific
methodology are kinship the honor and shame culture and masculinity gender is
another interpretative lens that has characterized the study of the gospel of
matthew in recent decades and the guide provides pathways through this rich
literature the guide to matthew concludes with the most recent turn of the
hermeneutical lens namely an ecological perspective on what is perhaps the best
known text in matthew the beatitudes this final chapter is an example of how we can
enter an old and familiar text like the gospel of matthew from yet another new
critical direction

A new version of the Gospel according to saint Matthew;
with a comm. on the difficult passages: to which is
prefixed an intr. to the reading of the holy Scriptures.
Written orig. in Fr., by messrs. de Beausobre and
Lenfant
1816

biblical texts create worlds of meaning and invite readers to enter them when
readers enter such textual worlds which are often strange and complex they are
confronted with theological claims with this in mind the purpose of the interpreting
biblical texts series is to help dedicated students in their experience of reading
and interpreting by providing guides for their journeys into textual worlds the
controlling perspective is expressed in the operative word of the title interpreting
the primary focus of the series is not so much on the world behind the texts or out
of which the texts have arisen as on the worlds created by the texts in their
engagement with readers in this volume donald senior provides an up to date
introduction to the gospel of matthew the seven chapters of part one focus on modern
biblical scholarship and the interpretation of matthew discussing the sources and
structure of the gospel its use of the old testament its understanding of jewish law
its setting as a part of the mission of christianity to the gentiles its christology
its understanding of the nature of discipleship and the community from which the
gospel originated the six chapters of part two provide a structured guide to reading
and interpreting matthew s gospel

The Gospel according to Matthew; with notes, ed. by D.G.
Goyder
1854

the new testament launches with an eyewitness account of the events of jesus life
from matthew a former tax collector who experienced a radical conversion and became
one of jesus own disciples john macarthur will take you through the book of matthew
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passage by passage so that you can better understand everything from the cultural
context to the implications of the coming of king jesus matthew s unique view
interweaves his strong jewish knowledge of the expected messiah with his personal
recollections of the flesh and blood savior in the process he reveals the
qualifications that prove jesus was the promised messiah his miraculous birth his
response to the test of his kingliness his inauguration his miracles his teachings
and public ministry every detail of the book of matthew confirms jesus deity and
proves he is the messiah of israel and the savior of the world about the series the
macarthur bible study series is designed to help you study the word of god with
guidance from widely respected pastor and author john macarthur each guide provides
intriguing examinations of the whole of scripture by examining its parts and
incorporates extensive but straight forward commentary on the text detailed
observations on overriding themes timelines history and context word and phrase
studies to help you unlock the broader meaning and apply it to your life probing
interactive questions with plenty of space to write down your response and thoughts

Matthew: A Devotional Commentary
1997-05-01

concentrate on the biblical author s message as it unfolds designed to assist the
pastor and bible teacher in conveying the significance of god s word the zondervan
exegetical commentary on the new testament series treats the literary context and
structure of every passage of the new testament book in the original greek with a
unique layout designed to help you comprehend the form and flow of each passage the
zecnt unpacks the key message the author s original translation an exegetical
outline verse by verse commentary theology in application while primarily designed
for those with a basic knowledge of biblical greek all who strive to understand and
teach the new testament will benefit from the depth format and scholarship of these
volumes in this volume grant osborne offers pastors students and teachers a focused
resource for reading the gospel of matthew through the use of graphic
representations of translations succinct summaries of main ideas exegetical outlines
and other features osborne presents the gospel of matthew with precision and
accuracy because of this series focus on the textual structure of the scriptures
readers will better understand the literary elements of matthew comprehend the
author s revolutionary goals and ultimately discovering their vital claims upon the
church today

The Gospel according to s. Matthew, with notes by H.H.
Wyatt
1884

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured
to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original
artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old
texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Matthew
2007

what was the original purpose of the gospel of matthew for whom was it written in
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this magisterial two volume commentary walter wilson interprets matthew as a
catechetical work that expresses the ideological and institutional concerns of a
faction of disaffected jewish followers of jesus in the late first century ce wilson
s compelling thesis frames matthew s gospel as not only a continuation of the
biblical story but also as a didactic narrative intended to shape the commitments
and identity of a particular group that saw itself as a beleaguered dissident
minority thus the text clarifies jesus s essential jewish character as the son of
david while also portraying him in opposition to prominent religious leaders of his
day most notably the pharisees and open to cordial association with non jews through
meticulous engagement with the greek text of the gospel as well as relevant primary
sources and secondary literature wilson offers a wealth of insight into the first
book of the new testament after an introduction exploring the background of the text
its genre and literary features and its theological orientation wilson explicates
each passage of the gospel with thorough commentary on the intended message to first
century readers about topics like morality liturgy mission group discipline and
eschatology scholars students pastors and all readers interested in what makes the
gospel of matthew distinctive among the synoptics will appreciate and benefit from
wilson s deep contextualization of the text informed by his years of studying the
new testament and christian origins

Original Gospel of Matthew Vol. III
2012-12-15

a short handy guide to the gospel of matthew for all who want to explore the first
book of the new testament in group study or on their own

Studies in Matthew
2005-11

matthew 23 presents the new testament scholar with many problems not the least of
these is the unequivocal acceptance of pharisaic authority in vv 2 3 in the same
chapter the tithing of mint dill and cummin is affirmed v 23 and the altar is said
still to sanctify the gift v 19 this material seems out of place within the broader
context of matthew s gospel this study examines the origin and function of such
material and argues that the bulk of the chapter vv 2 31 is formed from a single
unified source and cannot be explained in terms of matthew s editing of q m and
markan material the focus of the criticism found in these verses is that the
pharisees are too slack they strain gnats but swallow camels v 24 they say but do
not do v 4 to this unified source material however the evangelist has added his own
vv 32 39 and by it launches an attack not just upon the pharisees and scribes but
jerusalem and her children as a whole matthew therefore both heightens the polemic
and extends its range

Matthew
2012-02-06

originally published in 1956 as the daily study bible the gospel of matthew volume 1
by saint andrew press edinburgh revised and updated by saint andrew press 2001

Matthew: An Introduction and Study Guide
2017-01-12
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The Gospel of Matthew
1997

____ ________ The Gospel of Matthew in the Original
Koine Greek
2015-11-03

Matthew
2010

Matthew
1903

The Gospel of Matthew
2012-08-01

The Gospel of Matthew, an Exposition Volume 1
2022-11-29

The Gospel of Matthew, vol. 2
2019-07-15

Gospel of Fulfilment
1982

A Genre for the Gospels
1995-09-01

The Sources and Sitz im Leben of Matthew 23
2017

The Gospel of Matthew: Chapters 11-28
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